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From the Editor
The last issue of On the Run for the year 
already – time flies!  This issue has a distinctly 
international flavour.  I hope you will find some 
treats in store. 

In an OTR exclusive we talk to Sir Peter Snell.  
We get focused on track, follow our intrepid Scottish clan racing 
and living around the globe and hear from members returning 
to the fold.  We also have a National Road Relay wrap-up and 
Summer options to motivate you.Remember any feedback to: 
mczod@xtra.co.nz.

Grant McLean

President’s Piece
What an action-packed Winter season. I hope 
the Winter programme had something that 
suited your running or walking needs. Some 
of you will do the track over summer so I hope 
you enjoy it. For those of you who want a 
longer run I am organising another Summer 
Programme (see page 26). 

The Club has lots of things on the go that will hopefully come 
to fruition in the next few months from clubroom alterations to 
deciding whether we run a mass participation event in early next 
year. So come back and check us out in 2010!

Ken Howell

From the General Manager
It’s been another very successful harrier season! 

It was satisfying to see the professional 
organisation of the Road Championships. The 
success of the re-launched Brooks Waterfront 5k 
series, now attracting more numbers than ever 
has been wonderful.   All of the events we put on 
as a club run so smoothly because of the time and effort our club 
members put in.  My thanks to all of you who made it happen this 
year.

Mandy Simpson

Thanks!A big thank you for our first year goes to the following:

Our regular contributors: Rowan Greig, Alan Stevens, David Lonsdale, Matt 
Dravitzki, Corey Casey, Karl Woodhead, Glenn Hughes, Florence Reynolds, Bob 
Stephens, Michele Allison, John Leonard, Aubrey Begley, Scott Vjuvich, Laura 
Roozendaal. 

Our designers and printers: Marie Fitzpatrick and Shelley Parker at Newsletters 
Limited and Ancoprint.
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A Vigorous Life
By Grant McLean

In August, Peter Snell was in New Zealand to 
receive a well deserved Knighthood.  On a visit 
to SPARC I asked Peter (between discussing 
exercise science and asking for an autograph) 
if he would talk to On the Run – to my delight 
he said yes.  Sir Peter talks about the place of 
the harrier club in his own running, his move 
on to new challenges and talks about his 
pursuit of healthy ageing for us all.  Viewed 
through the perspective of a scientist he 
reminds us why we should keep moving – no 
matter what age.

Harriers’ contribution to an 
Olympic track champion
For Peter Snell running out of a harrier club was 
a foundation stone to his running success.  Snell 
explains, “The Owairaka Harrier club was very 
important to my success as a runner.  Arthur 
Lydiard encouraged me to join and participate 
in the Saturday pack runs throughout the winter 
season. Typically I would do a 10-12 mile training 
run in the morning and participate in the pack 
run in the afternoon. The club provided social 
opportunities, new training partners,  training 
nights and relay team events locally (Round the 
Harbour) and afar (Wellington-Masterton Relay).  
Our top runners, including Murray Halberg, Jeff 
Julian and Ray Puckett showed up regularly. 
After a year I became the club treasurer. In 
the early days of my running (age 19-23), my 
transport was by either bus or bicycle, which 
meant that I was dependent on club members 
with a car to get to races,” Snell recalls. The 
abiding memory of his time at Owairaka is 
something that holds true in a club like Scottish. 
“The memory that stands out most was the 
camaraderie and team spirit that was distinctly 
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Scientific advocate for 
physical activity and older 
age
While Peter Snell has redefined himself as a 
scientist he has remained connected to his 
athletic legacy by studying the very physical 
performance that produced that legacy. He 
has also expanded his 
interest to promoting 
the principles of 
prevention and the 
myriad benefits of 
remaining physically 
active into older 
age. Snell certainly 
embodies the benefits 
of remaining active 
and has scientifically 
measured his own physical 
performance through the years. In a way this 
echoes what Arthur had done all those years 
before, although Arthur’s lab the Waitakere 
ranges has now been replaced with the hi-tech 
wizardry surrounding Snell at the University of 
Texas South-Western Medical Center in Dallas.

Rather than consigning older adults to their 
armchairs and a quiet senescence Snell wants 
to elevate those heart rates and keep alive 
the competitive spirit. “I believe strongly that 
successful aging, i.e., physical and mental 
independence throughout the lifespan, cannot 
be achieved without regular vigorous exercise.”

This view challenges the focus of global Public 
Health physical activity recommendations that 
were set in the 1990s. These guidelines state that 
moderate intensity physical activity on most 
days (with a bit of vigorous activity thrown in for 
good measure) is sufficient to maintain good 
health.  Snell believes that we need to push the 
vigorous intensity message harder. “I believe 
the “expert” committees, who promulgate 
recommendations, have ignored the evidence 
that vigorous exercise is more beneficial than 
light to moderate exercise. The more muscle 
fibres that are activated during exercise, the 

better the adaptation to the activity. These 
committees have adopted a pragmatic 
position preferring to encourage people to 
do something, even if it is light exercise rather 
than nothing. ”While there is merit in doing 
something (especially in terms of mental health) 
– and it is a start – “we should not shy away from 
the notion more effort should result in better 
health” advises Snell.

Snell though acknowledges that running takes a 
toll, especially on those ligaments. “An important 
limitation to running (and other sports) in older 

individuals is the pain of knee osteoarthritis 
and a variety of other aches and pains that 
tend to reduce motivation. The key for most 
people is finding an activity that they enjoy and 
will do regularly. With orienteering, I will work 
regularly on my fitness to perform better at 
monthly events. Some physical educators feel 
that competition just favours a few talented 
individuals; however I believe that many people 
find competition increases their motivation to 
prepare with more of a sense of purpose to do 
better.

With joint pain Snell notes that there are a 
variety of treatments from anti-inflammatory 
drugs, injections of lubricating material 
and the supplements glucosamine and 
chondroitin, to joint replacements. Snell is 
wary of the supplements which have not 
been successful in major clinical trials, while 
drugs have side-effects and of course joint 
replacements are expensive. Peter Snell has his 
own solution to some of the aches and pains 
that come with running and other activities 
as we enter Masters’ territory and beyond. He 
has discovered the benefits of Omega3 fish 
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different from the track section of the club.” 

Top and up-and-coming runners of today may 
want to reflect on the centrality of the club as 
a key component to Snell’s running. Snell did 
a training session Saturday morning, yet still 
attended the club run in the afternoon. Snell 
recalls that he regularly attended club days and 
races because “the club events were [a key] part 
of my winter training”.

Even as Snell began 
tasting success 
on the track he 
continued to run 
for his club in cross 
country and road 
races and national 
championships. 
“My goal during 
the winter was to 
become successful at 

cross-country and road 
racing. To this end I made the Auckland team 
at age 19 and performed poorly (55th place) at 
the National Championships in Invercargill. Next 
year (1959) I placed 4th in the Nationals at Te 
Rapa (Hamilton) and won the event in 1962 at 
Taradale (Hastings). Snell recalls, “After doing well 
in cross-country in the winter of 1959, I won two 
individual road races”. Of course you can overdo 
it as Snell found out that year; “I was obviously 
overdoing the racing and sustained a stress 
fracture of the tibia during a relay race and was 
off running for 2 months.”

In a mainly individually-focused sport Snell also 
enjoyed what is for many of us the high point 
of harrier running - road relays. “Relay running is 
the ultimate team event and I ran these at every 
opportunity. Winning the Wellington-Masterton 
Relay was memorable in 1962 where the 
Owairaka team set a new record,” notes Snell.  

It is also perhaps reassuring to hear that a 
runner of Snell’s calibre has had road relay bad 
days.” My nightmare experience occurred while 
running the 7th and anchor leg in the Round-
the-Harbour Relay in Auckland. I experienced 
excruciating pain in my right shin after 2 miles 

of the 5 mile leg, and had to withdraw to taunts 
of “gutless” from a rival club member.  An x-ray 
at the emergency room confirmed that I had 
sustained a stress-fracture of the tibia.  

New challenges
After producing the multiple Olympic glories 
that are now weaved within the fabric of New 
Zealand’s national identity Peter Snell decided 
it was time to pursue a new, although related, 
career. This career involved uncovering the 
hard science behind Arthur Lydiard’s practical 
experimentation and legendary success. This 
change also engendered a change in athletic 
focus.

“I arrived in Dallas at the age of 42 and soon 
joined the Dallas Cross-Country club, which held 
monthly road races (no cross-country events). 
After a couple of years I felt that the outcome of 
these Masters races was too predictable, both 
for me and my opposition and I lost interest. I 
participated in triathlon and biathlons, which 
were becoming popular and which seemed less 
predictable than 5 and 10 mile running races.

“After another couple of years, I stumbled on 
the sport of orienteering and have competed 
regularly including national and international 
Masters events for the last 25 years. I find that it 
is very like cross-country, with events held over 
varied terrain and the navigation component 
provides an extra dimension that for me 
makes the sport mentally as well as physically 
challenging. This month I will defend my Men’s 
70 and over title at Greenbush, Wisconsin.”

“I believe strongly that 
successful aging, throughout 
the lifespan, cannot be 
achieved without regular 
vigorous exercise.”World record Wanganui

Peter Snell: Scientist

Cup of tea with the boys
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oils (scientific terms eicosapentaenoic acid 
EPA and docosahexaenoic acid DPA). Snell 
explains; “At 70 I am able to play racquetball 
without anti-inflammatory drugs. The efficacy 
of the Omega-3 fatty acids in reducing chronic 
inflammation and associated arthritic pain is 
backed by lots of hard science including clinical 
trials. Damage to joints is not simply due to 
mechanical stress, but to the over-expression of 
a particular protein (the cytokine interleukin-1: 
IL-1) which damages cartilage. Through natural 
ageing, our defence against IL-1 is reduced, but 
can be mitigated by regular exercise and Omega 
3. The effective dose is 2.5-3 grams daily,” Snell 
advises. 

Although such a dominant athlete of one 
sport, Snell’s own life provides other lessons 
through his interest and involvement in a wide 
range of sport and recreation. Snell has ‘had 
a go’ (often to a high standard) at a veritable 
menu of activities from tennis, cricket, running, 
orienteering, squash (racquet-ball in the States 
parlance), cycling and more. “I feel that it is a 
mistake to rely on one activity. For example 
running is excellent for the heart, circulation 
and leg muscles, but does little for upper 
body strength and fitness. A range of activities 
preferably weight bearing that provide a 
challenge to many muscle groups is desirable.”

Snell adds that the activities need to be 
enjoyable as well as challenging. There are so 
many great options. “Hiking and brisk walking, 
swimming, cycling, kayaking, rowing, racquet 
games are good examples. Here in the US a lot 
of middle-aged people play in soccer leagues 
and pick-up basketball.”

Proud of New Zealand’s 
sport and physical activity 
history
Peter Snell typifies the modesty of our national 
icons in the mould of Sir Edmund Hillary, Sir 
Murray Halberg and Sir Peter Blake. Sir Peter 
asked that the appelation ‘Sir’ be dropped 
from this article. Yet he will allow himself 

an expression of some pride when talking 
about the country of his birth, a small spirited 
country that occupies a special place in the 
sporting world. “I believe New Zealand is 
generally regarded as having the best sporting 
accomplishments per capita of any nation in the 
World. New Zealand has greater participation 
in sports and physical activities than any nation 
on earth, thanks to its pioneering traditions, 
favourable climate and system of clubs and 
volunteers.”

A final word
Sir Peter leaves us with one final piece of advice 
in underscoring Lydiard’s core theory - now 
really a natural law of running, “Training for 
improved performance involves first developing 
a sound base through long-distance running 
and then using interval training techniques to 
do a large volume of running that matches the 
intensity of the event, and alternating hard and 
easy days to avoid overtraining.” The integrity of 
this law is no better demonstrated than in the 
story of Sir Peter Snell himself.

While Peter Snell was visiting the 
SPARC offices where he gave a lecture 
on his research. I took the opportunity 
to act as a bit of a groupie and even 
managed to get an autograph – much 
to the amusement of my colleagues. 

The winter season is winding down. What 
are you going to do with that pent up energy 
over the summer? 

Well first things first - It’s important physically 
and mentally to take a 1-2 week complete break 
from running twice a year. If you’re an exerholic 
do some cross training (swim, bike, gym, world 
hamburger eating comp etc.)   

Beyond that how about getting down to 
Newtown Park and hitting the track?  Why?

Track racing can be intense but it’s also •	
enjoyable.  Try some distances and events 
that you haven’t done before or relive your 
school athletics days.

Build your fitness.  Improving as a distance •	
runner (and walker) is a bit like building 
a pyramid.  It takes a lot of blocks over a 
decent period of time.  Training and racing 
for a few months over the winter and then 
having a few months off over the summer 
year after year will get you to a certain level.  
But you’ll never build a Giza and you won’t 
get anyway near your real potential as a 
distance runner.

Different types of running build strengths in •	
different areas.  Cross country training and 
racing is great for leg strength and working 
on different skills etc.  But track running 
and racing is great for improving your 
speed endurance and running economy 
in particular.  It is also great for working on 
your pace judgment.

Summer is a great time to train.  The •	
weather’s better and there’s more light at 
both ends of the day.

Okay so now you’ve decided to hit the track 
what are some ideas for specific training 
sessions? Well firstly the fundamentals for middle 
and distance running don’t change much if it’s 

a 5k on the track, 10k on road or 8-12k cross 
country.  You should still be doing a weekly 90-
120 minute run and training consistently - you’ve 
still got to get fit.  On the track you just need to 
emphasis certain areas more.  Here are a couple 
of specific sessions that you can add on a weekly 
basis.  Aim for just one session (Tuesday) if you’re 
racing on Saturday and two if you’re not racing.

Start with longer reps that don’t need to 1. 
be that quick. especially initially.  Say 5 x 
800’s or 1k’s with 90 second recoveries.  Just 
start off the first couple of weeks at about 
10k race pace and bring these down to 
about 3-5k race pace after a few weeks.  
Mix it up.  Do 1k’s one week, mile reps the 
next and 800’s the week after that. Too 
often athletes try to run too fast in track 
sessions relevant to their current fitness and 
are too anxious to focus on their 1500m 
or 3000m race pace, whereas its better 
to do the bulk of these sessions at 5k or 
10k cruising speeds over longer distance 
repetitions interspersed with shorter faster 
work (see below).  Running fast over middle 
and longer distances on the track isn’t 
about how fast you can sprint – it’s about 
maintaining a good speed as efficiently as 
possible for continuous periods of time. 

That’s where shorter reps come in.  Like 12 2. 
x 150’s or 200’s.  Run these fast but relaxed 
and jog or float the remainder of the lap to 
allow reasonable recovery.  Each repetition 
should involve gradually building to 95% 
of top speed coming off the bend and 
running smooth and relaxed down the 
straight. Learn to run fast but keep the 
upper body especially relaxed.

All the best for the upcoming summer and a 
successful track season. Give me a bell if you 
have any queries.

By Matt Dravitzki
GETTING ON TRACK

7

Snell drops in
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Recently Scottish has welcomed back some 
faces from the past. Peter Stevens, Greg Mitchell 
and Colin Pohl have all returned after years away 
from running and the club but are back and 
keen to rejoin the fun and excitement.

Peter Stevens
Having run as a junior out of one branch of the 
Stevens 
dynasty at 
Scottish, 
Peter Stevens 
could never 
imagine 
running for 
anybody 
else. “After I 
moved up 
to Auckland 
for University I 
didn’t want to 
run for another club. That, along with the jump 
in distance from junior to senior made it hard for 
me to keep running.”

While away, Peter studied at University, 
eventually gaining a PhD in Genetics started a 
family and renovated an old Bach in Titirangi.  
“During that time there just didn’t seem any time 
available for running, “says Stevens.

It was his daughters that eventually brought 
him back into running. “My youngest daughter 
wanted to run for Scottish and I would help with 
refreshments. Eventually I wondered why I was 
pouring tea in the club rooms and not out there 
myself.” Now both daughters (Juliet and Danielle) 
and his wife Michelle have joined Scottish and 
are contributing to the mighty Stevens dynasty.

Now that he’s back running, Peter has high 
hopes for the future. “I would really like to get 
the Veterans team running well. I think we have 
lots of potential, enough to be a great threat to 
Wellington Harriers, and I would love to be a part 
of that,” Stevens offers enthusiastically.

Greg Mitchell
Greg Mitchell another 
talented junior left 
running after a 
number of recurring 
injuries meant he 
had to cut down on 
racing and running. 
“However my job at 
the Defence Force 
has meant that I’ve had 
to stay in reasonable shape,” notes Mitchell.

Greg has gradually come back to running, also 
by way of a daughter. His daughter, Nicole, 
needed somebody to train with. “When Nicole 
started running more competitively I was 
going along to watch her anyway. I decided to 
try as well and was pleasantly surprised with 
how I easily I got around the course. My main 
motivation now is to stay ahead of my children, 
though this is getting harder as they get faster 
and stronger!”

Like Peter, Greg wants to do well in this year’s 
National Road Relay. “Hopefully we’ll give our old 
rivals Wellington Harriers a run for their money. 
If we can’t beat them this year, there is always 
next year!”

(Ed: Didn’t quite make the podium this time, but 
watch out in 2010).

By Laura RoozendaalTHE BOYS ARE BACK Colin Pohl
Colin Pohl ran 
as a junior and 
stopped running 
after discovering 
the world of rock-
climbing. “I was 
based in France 
and climbing 
full-time. To 
do climbing you 
had to be living 
at climbing areas and it meant that running 
became secondary,” explains Pohl.

He has found the skills learned through running 
also very useful in his main passion, motorsport.  
“Motorsport is like running a fast 5km and 
playing competitive Playstation. You need to be 
able to hold your concentration for a long time 
and be fit enough to drive the car.” He also finds 
the feeling of running, and the tactics in racing, 
very similar to the ones used in motorsport.

Keeping fit for motorsport is Colin’s main 
motivation now, though he says he is really 
enjoying the chance to focus on running again.  
“What I love about running is the feeling of 
being light and efficient and fast. When you get 
it right, it’s like driving a Porsche.”

The club today
All the runners agree that the club has changed 
since they last belonged to it. Colin believes 
the club is bigger now, and more professional. 
“The club is definitely well-organised and 
more proactive when it comes to encouraging 
athletes and finding funding.” 

Peter agrees, “the current Brooks Waterfront 
series shows how organised the club has 
become in fundraising.” However, he still 
believes the club has kept the great feel it had 
when he was first running. “We still get together 
to run from different places around Wellington, 
and we still stop to introduce ourselves during 
runs at the start of the season.”

Greg thinks that the club itself hasn’t changed 
too much, though the people running for it 
have. “Now we have a much larger base of 
athletes with a wider range of goals. I think this 
is good for the club because it means we will be 
able to attract a range of athletes.” 

The club certainly welcomes returning members 
such as Peter, Greg and Colin to the fold. It 
is great to see a family focus is one of the 
motivators which Scottish can build on. We 
hope to see many more returning as the club 
continues to go from strength to strength.

Keep your customers. Stay in touch.
Send them a newsletter.
Better yet, get us to do it for you. 

Research, write, design, deliver. It’s what we do.

0800 10 90 90     
www.newsletterslimited.co.nz

Three generations of the Stevens Dynasty: 
L to R: Robert, Peter, Alf, Alan, Todd.

Greg in the ‘80s

Like Father, like daughter. Greg and Nicole take Mooloolaba.

Colin in track mode
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Some members returned with sore legs (those 
downhill laps are brutal!), some returned with 
sore heads (the beers tasted good at the time, 
but Sunday was a struggle), some returned with 
no voice (like Rees – does he ever stop talking?), 
most returned with a substantial lack of sleep 
(Scottish’s social reputation seeing to that), a 
select and elite few returned with medals, and 
everyone returned with a lot of wet running 
gear.

The big talking point on gathering at the airport 
was the weather.  Wellington and the South 
Island turned on a bitterly cold southerly and 
rain for our trip south, with reports of snow in 
Christchurch down to 200m.  Given that lap 6 
climbs to a height of 500m, most members were 
sensible enough to put another set of thermals 
in their bags.  

Every four years the NZ Champs are held on 
the famous Takahe to Akaroa course.  The 

relay has been held for 70 years 
with Scottish’s participation 

going back over 50 years.  
Held over 8 laps and 77km, 
the Akaroa relay is regarded 
as the best relay in New 

Zealand – the Classic.  All 
laps are demanding, the 

scenery is spectacular 
and it takes a 

talented team 

2009 National Road Relay: 

to come away with a medal.

Competition day, Saturday dawned cold, wet 
and windy.  True harrier weather!  Luckily us 
Wellingtonians had had plenty of practice 
running in this type of weather over the past 
winter.  Although the surrounding hills were 
covered in snow, the closest we got to snow 
during the relay was the hail and sleet which 
regularly swept by.  

Competitively Scottish performed very well.  
The Senior Men improved on last year’s bronze 
medal with silver, continuing a sequence of 
placing in the medals for 11 out of the last 12 
years.  This is a remarkable achievement in a 
very competitive grade.  Kees Keizer picked up 
fastest lap, tearing down the hill (lap 7) faster 
than anyone else.  And with the B team placing 
in the top 8 overall plus some of the best juniors 
in the country, the Men should enjoy continued 
success in the future.  

Special mention must be made of the 
outstanding victory by the Men’s C team.  Yes, 
it was a victory even if the results do not record 
it.  The C team won their grade (the C grade) 
by over 10min, but in a clear case of “you ran 
too well”, Officials “promoted” the team to the B 
grade.  

The Junior Men came away with a silver medal.  
This was a fine result in a grade where the top 
5-6 teams are usually separated by very little.  
Full credit to captain Corey Casey, Manager Don 
Dalgliesh and coach / mentor Rees Buck. 

 The Senior Women’s 4th place was their best NZ 
Champs result since winning the grade in 2005.  

A big thanks to Natalie Smith, Aubrey 
Begley and Stephanie MacKenzie for 
their organisational work, particularly 
getting a number of new members 
down to Christchurch for their first 
NZ Champs experience.  It has been 
many years since Scottish has fielded 
a team in the Junior Women’s grade.  
But this year we managed it and 
the young team produced a very 
credible 5th place.

Our Masters teams didn’t taste quite 
the same success as previous years.  
The depth of competition (and 
constant battles against injuries, 
illness and old advancing age!) 
always make medals hard to win.  
Although Greg Mitchell did put the 
competition to the sword on lap one, 
leading all the Masters Men’s teams 
into the changeover, and Melissa 
Moon ran a great last lap to almost 
bring our Masters Women into the 
medals.  With Bob Stephens, Dave 
Colquhoun, Diane Morgan and Michele Allison 
putting in some great organisational work, we 
had five masters teams representing Scottish.  

In the finest traditions of Scottish, the trip back 
from Akaroa involved a number of refreshment 
stops.  Then a quick shower and change back 

at the motel was followed by a fantastic 
club dinner at Costas Taverna 

Restaurant.  We had the whole 

restaurant booked and a long 
night was spent discussing the 
finer points of each person’s 
lap, with stories getting more 
embellished as the night went 
on.  The Masters Women’s then 
headed into the central city to 
party on, while a large number 
went to the official after relay 
party at Canterbury University.  
There was a steady stream of 
members arriving back at the 
motel throughout the early 
hours of Sunday morning, with a 
couple of party animals spotted 
coming back from the central 
city as the first group of runners 
headed out for their Sunday 
morning jog!  

The trip home on Sunday 
showed that even the best laid 
plans can come unstuck, with 
the Air NZ computers crashing 
at the exact time we were all 

flying home!  Although we were delayed by a 
few hours, it was good to know that life can still 
go on without computers – the manual check-in 
and hand written boarding passes winding back 
the clock 20 years!  

It is now time for us all to take a breather and 
then we can look forward to the Scottish hordes 
descending on a new Relay course in Taranaki 
in 2010. 

By Todd Stevens

A Welcome Return to the Classic  

14 teams and 115 club members travelled to Christchurch for the 2009 
version of the New Zealand Road Relay Championships.  
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the “Race to Akaroa” and doing us proud.

To all those Vet women who joined in to make 
Bernie’s 60th Birthday run to Eastbourne easier, 
thanks.  Bernie really appreciated the support.  
Special thanks to the amazing Val Anderson 
from Trentham who was the only person to run 
the full 60k despite having never met Bernie 
before, then to top it off she caught two buses 
and a train home to Wainuiomata after the run!

Congratulations to Lotty for her Age Group 3rd 
place at the National Road Champs in Dunedin 
and to Melissa for a great effort at the World 
Mountain Running Champs in Italy.

Good Luck to Anne Hare who is heading away 
to compete at the World Masters Track and Field 
champs in Sydney this month.

JUNIOR’S SECTION
Junior Men’s Captain, Corey Casey

Winter has ended 
with a number 
of excellent 
performances.  
We had a number 
of athletes 
representing 
Wellington at 
the National 
Cross Country 
and Road 
Championships.  
Ben Barry 
placed 4th M19 
in a very competitive New Zealand Cross 
Country championship.  Strong performances 
from all the Scottish athletes helped secure 
a Silver medal in the M19 team’s race for the 
Wellington Centre (Ben Barry, Luke O’ Donnell 
and myself from Scottish).  Between nationals 
we dominated the Wellington Centre Road 
Championships in the M19 race.  Ben 1st, Luke 
2nd and Jesse 3rd. Jesse then placed a fine 
4th at the National Road Championships. We 
ran for another Silver athe 2009 NZ Road Relay 
Championships. Gold becikons in 2010!

5k King having raced throughout and to date 
posted five of the fastest 10 times ever recorded 
on the course.  The event is really growing and 
it’s great to see so many people out there week 
after week improving their fitness and times.

WOMEN’S SECTION
Women’s Captain, 
Aubrey Begley

It was a busy winter for 
the women.  The 2009 
cross country season 
drew to a close with 
excellent results.  The 
Wellington Champs 
were won by Melissa 
Moon and Scottish 
women took five of 
the top 10 spots.  The 
National Cross Country 
Champs saw Melissa 6th woman and Stephanie 
Mackenzie 11th.  On to the road and the 
introduction of the weekly 5km series where 
Olympian Nyla Carroll has dominated first 
place.  A stunning day for the Bays Relay saw 
Scottish women claiming first in the Masters and 
second in the Seniors.  Good conditions for the 
Wellington Road Champs in Trentham produced 
great performances from Scottish women 
including Tina Harris, Stephanie Mackenzie, 
Clare Miller, Anne Hare, Lotty Turnidge and 
Michele Allison.  Lotty then travelled to Dunedin 
to represent Wellington in the National Road 
Champs Masters race taking 3rd place.  

MASTERS SECTION
Masters Men’s Captain, Bob Stephens

Judging by the results of the last three handicap 
races, I have been too pessimistic about the 

rate of decline of 
those of us of mature 
years [or maybe I just 
extrapolate from my 
own circumstances].  
Nevertheless, 
congratulations to 
John Palmer, Don 
Stevens and Richard 
Sweetman for being 
the handicapper’s last 
mistake.

27 of us signed up for 
the National Road Relay. 
There were hopes for a 
medal from either/both MM40 and MM50, but 
it is surprising how frisky some over 40s have 
become.  That was obvious at the Road Champs 
at CIT.  As well as Grant taking his normal 
position, Greg Mitchell was 3rd, and Richard 
Brent 6th (2nd MM50), with 25 runners in Yellow 
singlets.  The Supporters Club became $20 
richer when Rohan Biggs bet that I could not 
beat Bruce Lake (easy, easy). Michael Browne, 
at 78, did us proud, and became a legendary 
example, by finishing in an excellent MM75+ 
time (65 minutes).

Masters Women’s Captain, Michele Allison

It has been challenging rallying the team 
this year with competition from the World 
Masters Athletic Champs in Sydney, Melbourne 
Marathon and injuries and unavailability 
rounding off the dilemmas.  Still we had two 
MW teams travelling to Christchurch to take on 

MEN’S SECTION
Men’s Captain, Karl Woodhead

The road season has seen 
great running in the Men’s 
section of the club.  While the 
main focus was on the 10k 
road champs, we have also 
had great racing elsewhere.  
In the Bays Relay we provided 
even teams at the top and 
middle of the club.  This 
produced very tight racing in 
the A and B teams (with the 
teams dead even at the end of 
lap 3) and also in the C, D and 
E teams.  The Road Champs 
saw strong performances including a standout 
30.37 solo effort from Tim Hodge (so much for 
being on holiday!) and Scottish triathlete Martin 

Van Barneveld running an 
outstanding 31.31 to keep 

the more fancied elite 
runners honest (aka 

Buck and Hughes). 
Kees Keizer had 

a stunner at 
the National 
Champs two 
weeks later in 
Dunedin - a 
lifetime PB 
in cracking 
32 minutes 
(31.51). The 
Brooks 5k 
series has 
seen some 
wonderful 
racing at all 
levels.  Hamish 
Carson is the 
undisputed 

TEAM UPDATES

Bernie and her support crew on her 60th run

Martin runs a PB

Tina gets back into form

Michael Browne - an 
inspiration

Junior Men in command

Hamish Carson, King of the 5k series
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   Five walkers, two 
representing 
Wellington Centre, 
attended the National 
Road Champs in 
Dunedin with Peter 
Baillie, Terri Grimmett, 
Kevin Watson and 
David Cooke bringing 
home gold in their age 
groups.

We entered three 
teams in the Marton 
to Wanganui Relay, 
covering a distance of 
66.37km.  The weather 
was overcast, cool and 
dry, making for some 
fast times.  Of the 21 walking teams entered, 
our fast team was second overall and the ‘A’ and 
‘B’ teams competing against each other were 
eighth and ninth.  The finish of ‘A’ and ‘B’ was 
almost perfect, Diane Morgan hit the home 
straight first but Peter Baillie passed her a few 
metres out to win by 6 seconds over 8 hours of 
competition. 

Junior Women’s 
Captain, Florence 
Reynolds

It’s been all go as 
usual.  We’ve had 
members competing 
successfully in all 
manner of events: from 
club races and school 
relays to national 
championships. Some 
highlights of the season 
include Ariana Harper’s 
win in the G14 National 
Road Champs and the 
good performances at 
the Wellington Road 
Champs (W19: Nicole 
Mitchell 1st, Olivia 
Sullivan 4th; W16: Ariana Harper 2nd, Danielle 
Stevens 8th).  At the Bays Relay we had lots of 
fun with two strong teams out.  The A team 
won the junior women’s event.  The National 
Road Relay….[adjust after NRR].  Then it’s back 
to the track for what will hopefully be a great 
athletics season. 

WALKER’S SECTION
Leanne Palmer

This year our walking committee initiated an All 
Rounder Competition comprising of 10 events 
spread between April and September covering 
distances from 5km to 21.1km including 
two open handicap, two self- handicapping 
races, and three 10km fully judged races.  The 
competition is framed around finding the best 
all round walker who could consistently do 
well over a range of different events rather than 
just being the fastest walker (although this 
does help!).  With only two points difference 
in the final outcome, Kevin Watson won this 
competition in the last event.

Nicole on the way to victory
at the Welly Roads

Terri walks to another strong 
performance

In September Brenda left the race. It was a 
race run with passion, love and heart, lots 
of heart  - and yes a race that was far too 
short. 

Brenda also left some gifts, including 
these beautiful words. Many of you will 
know well the magnificent Rimu that is the 
subject of Brenda’s poem. 

1. Honey orchid wreaths beneath her crown 
she knows the southerly buffet,  cloud-
sky, sweet sun on her face and high-flying     
music.  These she relates to whanau below   
in their still, silent place.

Rougher sounds.  Pound-pounding, 
guttural screeches not far way. But 
unconnected  and so, untold.

No one has said but for 800 years  
she has never doubted she is beautiful.

2. Well-intentioned or following orders he 
pound-pounds the label-sign:  Survivor Tree.

And they come, all right, in pairs and packs, 
looking up.

Those who say what they think they should. 

History.  Kakapo.

Others who spy an epiphyte droop, a 
scaleless patch.  Calculate like peak-oil how 
much life-sap remains.

She attends.  

I want to say something of value.  
With your face you will receive me. 
Your words you will save  
for another forest.

Farewell, Brenda Burke

Rimu
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With Kiwi’s being such a restless bunch, and 
Kiwi runners more restless than most, it’s not 
surprising that we have almost as many ex-
Scottish members scattered around the globe 

as we do popping out for a Saturday club run. 
Despite the advent of e-mail, FaceBook and 
Twitter we still struggle to always keep up to 
speed with what these far-flung Scotties are 

Scottish Ambassadors around the Globe: What are they up to?      by Rees Buck

doing, and where they are doing it. So here 
goes the first installment of “Where Are You 
Now?” and with others in the U.S., Brazil and 
India this column is sure to throw up some 

interesting stories as we meet more of our 
travelling Scotties in future issues! Let us know 
if you have a Scottish Ambassador you want to 
know about/hear from rees@reesbuck.com.

Martin Johns – Fort Collins, CO

Michael Aish – Gunnison, CO

Daniel Wallis – Fort Collins, CO

Terefe Ejigu – East Lansing, MI

Brendon Blacklaws – Ann Arbor, MI

Ed Sargisson – Vancouver, BC

Emily Solsberg – Vancouver, BC

Ben Revell – Vancouver, BC

Nico Labbe – Brasilia, BR

Dougal Thorburn – London

Ian MacLachlan – Channel Islands 

Tim Prendergast – London

Andrew Clare – London 

Clive Cooper – Sydney

Scott Ferguson – Melbourne 

Mark Bradcock – Sydney 

Blair Martin – Sydney 

Alice Wilson – Abu Dhabi, UAE

John Henwood – New York, NY

Tim Hodge – Stony Brook, NY

Richard Olsen – Providence, RI

Peter Plowman – Bangalore

Andrew (Noddy) Clare: 
Joined Scottish Athletics 
Club in 1996

Andrew is living in London 
doing the ‘typical Kiwi thing’ 
although unlike many Kiwis’ 
in London, he still has a 
job! Noddy is a member 
of Woodford and Essex 
Ladies club in London as is 
our beloved Paralympian, 
Tim Prendergast. Noddy 
has dabbled in multisport for his Full-on-Tri Club and 
managed to squeeze out some respectable races recently 
with a 1.17 minute half and 16 minute 5 ks on the track. 
His future racing plans include English XC and the London 

Marathon in April. He intends to return to Wellington 
briefly over the Christmas break and may make an 
appearance at the Scottish Night of Miles.

Andrew’s Message to Scottish: Shout out to the P-team, 
will be keeping an eye out for the World P-Team Mountain 
Running Champs!

Ian (EI) Maclachlan: Joined 
Scottish Athletics Club 
too long ago to remember 
(but before 1987) 

Ian is currently living and 
working in Guernsey. 
Guernsey is one of the 
Channel Islands and located 
just off the West Coast of 

France. Ian is not running any more but keeps busy in his 
free time with a mixture of surfing, swimming, Mt biking 
and the odd walk now and then with the Missus – yes Ian 
does appear to be settling down. He was last back in NZ 
for a wedding in January 2008 and is hoping to be back 
home for a visit later in the year.

Ian’s Message to Scottish: Ian wants to shout out to 
anyone who knows him, well done to the club for another 
great year and wishes to say a special thanks to everyone 
who in any small way has been there for Ruth (Ian’s Mum) 
or visited Colin (Ian’s Dad) since he was admitted to Hutt 
Hospital, much appreciated in his absence.

Scott Ferguson: Joined Scottish Athletics Club in 2003

Scott is living in Sydney after spending the past year in 
Melbourne. Living with his girlfriend Haley (also competed 
for Scottish). Scott’s last race was the Christchurch Half 

Marathon where he 
ran 1.13. He says work 
commitments and 
niggles have prevented 
him from training 
consistently since leaving 
Wellington. He has no 
plans to race anything 
at the end of ‘09 but is 
looking for an excuse to 
pop back to Wellington to 
get some running in with his mates, although there are no 
plans to return to New Zealand.

Scott’s Message to Scottish: Good luck to everyone 
competing at T2A, in particular the Men’s A Team, go well! 
I’m looking forward to getting back in the Scottish yellow 
sometime in the future.

Wellington 
Scottish 
Athletics 
Club Inc.
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HOW TO ENTER:
Email Lifestyle Sports at Rolysmith2@hotmail.com with your answer and “Steve Prefontaine 
Competition” in the subject line. The best entry will win. Judges decision is final.

Entries close Friday 30 October•	

Winner announced•	  Saturday 31 October - check out the Scottish Athletics Website for 
the announcement.

LIFESTYLE SPORTS COMPETITIONHi Everyone,

I would like to say thanks for the great response 
to the last advert.  Those who have started using 
the e-mail service now know how easy it is to 
order shoes through us.

I want to welcome Scottish member Tina Harris 
who has recently joined us at Lifestyle Sports.  
Tina’s knowledge of runners’ needs is going to 
be a real help to the service we provide you.

We currently have a great range of spikes and 
racing flats for the oncoming track and road 
season.  Some examples are shown across the 
page but there is a lot more available and even 
more due in the store soon.

Our winner from the last competition was 
Vanessa Green who ran away with a brand new 
pair of Mizuno Wave Riders.  There weren’t a lot 

SPECIAL 
DISCOUNTS 
FOR  
SCOTTISH CLUB 
MEMBERS!
Varying discounts available

off footwear and apparel.

 

Contact: Karen Rigby - Tawa 

Dress Smart Store, 24 Main Road, Tawa

Phone: 04 232 9861 or email: 
rolysmith2@hotmail.com

 

WIN a free pair of shoes!

You could WIN a free pair of sports shoes (of any value) from 
Lifestyle Sports by answering the following question:

Adidas Adizero 
Running Spike 
RRP $200 Now $140

Asics DS Trainer 
RRP $250 Now $160
(Various colours)

Asics DS Racer
RRP $200 Now $140

Mizuno Training 
Shoe
RRP $270 Now $180

NB lds605 
Running Spikes 
RRP $120 Now $90
(Range of colours M & W)

Karen’s Corner
of entries last time so don’t be shy to have a go 
this time.  The question is about one of your 
own so I hope you have been paying attention 
to your club history!

We have also increased our range of skins/
recovery clothing now including calf sleeves.  
These are great for summer when it is too hot to 
wear for full length pants/tights.

Well that’s all from me hope to see many of 
you in store (Tawa is only 15 minutes from 
Wellington city).  And remember if you can’t get 
out to us, e-mail us your order and we can also 
courier to your door at no extra cost!

Best wishes,

Karen Rigby, Manager of Lifestyle Sports

What is the name of the former Scottish club 
member who has run 27.45 for 10,000m ranking 
him 3rd on the New Zealand all time list?
What were his other major achievements?

?
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in with my family life and helped me improve 
steadily without risking injury.  We run together 
where we talk about running and everything 
else.

What are your running goals over the next few 
years?

Basically I want to right the wrongs of my youth.  
When I was in University, I never committed to 
year round training and have always felt I never 
reached my full potential.  I am 33 now but I 
think I still have some time and I have been very 
inspired by all the great Masters runners around 
Wellington.  I placed 11th at the National Cross 
Country Championships this year so I would like 
to try and better that performance next year.

woman, I never felt safe running alone on any 
trails in those big cities so I was forced to run on 
the busy roads. 

You have had several strong performances this 
season in your first full competitive season for 
some time. What do you put your success down 
too? 

The great thing about being my first season 
back is that every race is another PB.  The key 
for me has been to try and enjoy running and 
to not let myself get too worried about my 
results.  I am also lucky to have some natural 
talent passed on to me from my father.  I started 
training regularly last Christmas and built up 
very slowly.  I run 5 days a week which usually 
consists of one hard session, two easy runs of 
40-60 min., either a tempo run or a race, and a 
long run of 1:30.

I am very lucky to have Steve Plowman as my 
coach.  He is by far the best coach I’ve ever had 
and has been very supportive of me in my big 
comeback.  He gave me a programme that fits 

When did you start running and what kind of 
running have you done in the past? 

I started running at about age 14 in schools 
cross country races and track meets.  I then ran 
for McGill University in Montreal where I focused 
on middle distance on the indoor track (600m 
- 1000m) but I also did two seasons of cross 
country.  Feeling very burned out, I hung up my 
spikes in March 1999 at age 23 and didn’t race 
again for 10 years.  

You now have four children and a husband 
(Peter), how do you manage to juggle raising a 
young family and running? 

We have one boy and three girls, ages 8, 6, 
4 and 2.  It is difficult balancing our running 
schedules and all the kids’ activities (soccer, 
ballet, gym, piano etc.). I am very fortunate to 
have my parents living nearby, so my mother 
babysits for three runs a week.  Sundays can 
be particularly hard if I go off for 1:30 and then 
when I return Peter goes out for 2 hours. It will 
be midday before we get to do anything as a 
family.  In a way we are lucky that we both run 
because we understand each others needs.  In 
the past, when I was home with a newborn, 
I wasn’t as supportive of Peter’s running as I 
should have been.  I resented him disappearing 
every Sunday for up to 3 hours.  Now that I’m 
competing again I know how important that 
long run with teammates is, for both fitness and 
mental well-being. 

Tips: 1. Make sure each partner has time for 
his/her own hobby 2. Accept that some of the 
housework won’t get done.  3. Online grocery 
shopping.

Are your children showing any interest in 
running at all?  And do you find it is a good way 
to involve your children as a family activity?

Running is such a great family activity because 
all ages and levels can participate.  Owen (age 
8) joined the j-team this year and absolutely 
loved the cross country races.  Our youngest 

ATHLETE PROFILE: STEPHANIE MACKENZIE By Grant McLean
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If you want to get from A to B, and you want to go via Q, X and Z, the consultants at The 
Terrace Travel are your airfare experts.  We are specialists in long-haul international travel, and 
skilled in the tricky multi-stop itineraries.

With over 70 years experience among our senior staff, The Terrace Travel has the expertise to 
get you where you want to go, while making the most of your travel budget.

So for first-class service, whatever class you’re travelling, contact:

take the scenic 
route from 
‘a’ to ‘b’

Paul Brydges

The Terrace Travel Limited
Ground Floor, 88 The Terrace,  Wellington

Tel  : 04 4998125
Email : terrace@phoenixtravel.co.nz

daughter is also very keen to become a “Scottish 
Terrier” one day.  Running provides such a great 
focus for teenagers and helps keep them out of 
trouble.  The discipline and hard work required 
translate well to other areas of life.  I have been 
very impressed by the Juniors I have met at 
Scottish, they are all great people.

You are from Canada, how does it compare to 
running in NZ?

I was born in Toronto, Canada to Kiwi parents 
and only moved to Wellington in 2002.  The 
major difference between running in Toronto 
or Montreal vs. Wellington would have to be 
the scenery.  The abundance of beautiful trail 
runs and astounding views here is unbelievable 
- that’s what sold Peter on moving to NZ.  As a 

STEPHANIE’S PERSONAL BESTS

400m   57:86
800m   2.11
1000m   2.55
5k (2009)  18.24

21
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A slice of history 

Our early NZ Reps were all in cross country 
teams:

1923: A.W.Page

Alf Page was our Club Champion 1921-23. The 
NZAAA (Athletics NZ today) negotiated with 
Australia to allow a team to compete in their 
Cross Country Champs. In 1923 from the NZXC 
Champs in Christchurch a team was selected 
that included our Alf Page. The trip was financed 
by a lot of fundraising led by our first Club 
Captain, Sam Hall – who was also appointed 
sole selector and Manager.  Alf finished 10th in 
the Australian championships.

1935: A.L.Stevens and J.Riddington 

Alf Stevens joined the Club in 1927 and quickly 
became our leading runner: Club Champion 
1928, 29, 30 & 32 and Wellington Centre 
Champion 1928, 29, & 33.  He spearheaded 
Scottish becoming the most dominant club in 
Wellington during the 1930s.

Jimmie Riddington joined in 1933 as a 
“youngster”, but showed early promise, 
particularly on the track and was Club 
Champion 1935,6,7 & 40 and Centre Champion 

Our Early New Zealand Representatives
by Alan Stevens

Grant Wheeler, far right, NZXC Team 1965

target of the 1965 team ahead coach Derwin 
convinced Grant to forgo his flourishing 
cricket career and concentrate on both track 
and marathon times.  He ran an excellent 
final trial and gained selection in the NZ 
team, a feat he repeated in 1967.  Whilst the 
ICCU was an annual event our fundraising 
resources dictated our participation only 
every second year.  Incidentally, a fellow 
teammate in both teams was Peter Welsh, 
the father of our current leading athlete 
Stephanie MacKenzie.

Grant was transferred to Christchurch in the 
mid 1970s, then to Auckland.  In the early 
1990s his wife received a research post in 
Wales, so they moved to the UK.  After time 
in Ipswich Grant retired to East Wittering, 
near Chichester, but with family spread in 
the UK, Australia and NZ he visits regularly.  
In February this year he and Fiona were here 
and 34 of his Scottish friends joined them 
for dinner.

Of course in subsequent years we have had 
many members represent NZ in various 
international events, but the above men 
were our trail blazers.

1935. 

The 1935 NZXC Champs were held at Lyall 
Bay.  Starting on and running along the 
beach, up and over Moa Point (no airport 
runway then), through Scots College and 
Miramar Golf Course. All the leading athletes 
were there, vying for selection.  Alf was 
regarded by some as “past it” (33 at the time), 
but ran a very well judged race and also 
nursed his 23 year old club mate Jim to dead 
heat for fourth place and selection in the 
team to Australia. Alf was appointed Captain.

World War II intervened and it was not until 
1957 that another team went to Australia, 
but the only Scottish connection was with 
Alf Stevens being a selector. 

In the early 1960s another of our great 
Scottish administrators, Ossie Melville 
advocated that New Zealand should send 
a team to the International Cross Country 
Champs.  The ICC Union then comprised 15 
mostly western European nations.  The event 
had been staged annually since 1903 apart 
from war years (the IAAF took over the event 
in 1973).  Through force of personality and 
contacts Ossie secured an invitation for New 
Zealand to participate in 1965.  Fundraising 
commenced with a very successful national 
harrier raffle.  Ossie was appointed Manager 
and a final trial was held in Masterton.

1965 & 1967: G.C. Wheeler

Grant, together with his Eastbourne pal 
Roger Wyatt, was another to come from 
our Scottish “nursery” – Wellington College.  
Both came under the coaching of our Brian 
Derwin and each won many junior races, 
including Wellington titles (and NZXC & 
mile titles for Roger).  Grant became one 
of our most successful athletes, being 
Club Champion a record 9 times 1959-67 
inclusive; Centre Champion 1964.  With the 

Alf Stevens & Jim Riddington (front row inside right, 
right respectively)
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Zealand including Colin Earwaker, who also won 
the trip from the Rotorua Marathon.

Unfortunately the next day it rained and we 
thought we were in Wellington, except that it 
was marginally warmer.  Between the showers 
Bernie and I hired a scooter and headed off into 
town for a look around.

Luckily the rain stopped the next day for the 
early race start.  We were helped along with tail 
winds for the first half and when we got around 
the island (the 32km race circumnavigates the 
island) we were pleasantly surprised that the 
headwinds didn’t eventuate.  Bernie had fun 
down the back of the field encouraging some of 
the local girls through the race.  I ran ahead but 
decided not to bust myself with the upcoming 
World Tri Champs in Brisbane the next weekend.  

From the heady days of 1984 when 102 
participated in the race and 15 ran under 2 
hours (this year’s winning time), it was a bit sad 
that there were only 38 entrants this year. I spent 
the whole race with no-one in sight.  The finish 
was among the Sunday Market and had a great 
festive atmosphere.  I was  4th women and 10th 
overall. Bernie was a leisurely 50 minutes behind.

The prize-giving was not until the day after the 
race and was the best day weather wise.  We 
spent the day at Muri lagoon, swimming and 
kayaking.  The dinner and prize-giving was well 
organized and we had a great time.  

The weather is more settled late October/early 
November when the race is usually held.  Some 
bargain accommodation units can be sniffed 
out and this race is the core of a great holiday.

had water stops 
every 2km, where 
there was also 
watermelon.  The 
watermelon was 
really nice because it 
just slid right down 
my throat.”

An out and back 
course, Della ran the 
first half of the race 
in a conservative 
1:15. “There was the 
heat, and the humidity and it was quite hilly 
on the way out. I was a bit worried about how 
I was going to last.” At the turnaround though, 
Della realised she was running better than she 
thought and finished the race in 2:15.

 “The whole race had this amazing atmosphere. 
The other competitors were very relaxed, 
chatting with each other and everything.  It was 
amazing to see some of them stop in the middle 
of racing to pay their respects to the monks 
sitting on the side of the road” Della recalls 
fondly.

Della thanks everybody from Scottish who 
supported her to get there.  She suggests that if 
you do the run, do it in a group in case anything 
goes wrong.  Knowing some Thai would also 
be useful since it is all people in the area really 
speak.

Round Rarotonga Road Race
by Michele Allison
I was delighted to win my age group at Rotorua 
this year with a prize being a trip to Rarotonga.  I 
had always wanted to visit Raro and run this race 
since Bernie won it way back in 1984.  Because 
of Richard’s work commitments he was not able 
to accompany me so Bernie volunteered to go 
along and take a trip down memory lane.

Descending through the cloud into Raro 
we were confronted with gale force winds 
and heavy cloud.  Not exactly what we were 
expecting!

We checked into a great room at the Edgewater 
and met up with lots of other visitors from New 

Commonwealth Mountain and Ultra 
Distance Championships
by Vivian Cheng
It still feels like a dream.  Not thinking of myself 
as much of a runner, I had never expected to 
find myself in Keswick, England, representing 
New Zealand at the Commonwealth Mountain 
and Ultra Distance Championships.  My foray 
into 24 hour running started six years ago with 
my first ever run, which lasted all of 10 minutes 
before I crumpled into a gasping heap.  I loved 
the feeling of freedom that came with running 
though and was hooked.  Before I knew it I had 
done my first half marathon, marathon, 100km 
and then, a year ago, my first 100 miler.  Being 
a plodder, ultra running seemed a natural 
progression for me – I certainly wasn’t getting 
any faster so the only challenge was to see if I 
could go further!  I was surprised but thrilled 
when I was selected for the Commonwealth 
Champs  Women’s 24 hour team along with 
Val Muskett and Lisa Tamati, both of whom I 
admired greatly. 

The inaugural Commonwealth Champs is 
the first major step towards inclusion of 
mountain and ultra running events in the 2018 
Commonwealth Games.  New Zealand had a 
strong contingent with six ultra runners and 11 
mountain runners.  The Champs were unique in 
bringing together the two different disciplines.  
It was a personal highlight to meet and watch 
the Kiwi mountain 
runners in action 
and awesome to 
see them cheering 
us on in the 24 
hour race.  The 
atmosphere and 
camaraderie 
amongst all the 
athletes were 
fantastic with a 
real feeling of team 
spirit. 

Days at the races
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Vivian in New Zealand colours

Della prepares for Thailand heat

Bernie, Michele and overall race winner Colin Earwaker at breakfast

The 24 hour race itself was a bit of a blur.  Lisa 
vomited and passing out several times in the 
first 12 hours.  However, in true Kiwi spirit, we 
drew strength from each other and refused 
to give up.  If we just kept going, there was a 
chance that we could still get the team bronze.  
Val, the anchor of our team, ran an amazing 
201.431km for 5th, I managed to plod out 
191.708km for 9th, and Lisa hung on to finish 
with 161.712km for 19th.  Unfortunately it 
wasn’t quite enough to bring home the bronze, 
ending up only 8km behind the Scots for 4th.  
There was a hint of disappointment (and some 
tears) at the medal ceremony at our missed 
opportunity however we will get our turn on 
the podium one day.  The mountain runners 
did us Kiwi’s proud bringing home a gold (Anna 
Frost in the Uphill), 4 silvers (Jonathan Wyatt 
in the Uphill, Men’s Uphill team, Men’s Up and 
Downhill team, and Women’s up and Downhill 
team) and a bronze (Women’s Uphill team).  

The Champs were a great success and an 
experience that I will never forget.  

Thai adventures with Della 
by Laura Roozendaal 
Needing a holiday with a bit of adventure, 
Della thought Asia would be interesting.  After 
checking on the Cool Running’s website, Della 
felt the New Balance River Kwai International 
Half Marathon in Thailand would be perfect. 

On the day of the race Della had to get up at 
4am to eat a Thai breakfast before heading to 
the start by riverboat.  “One of the highlights 
for me was crossing the line and the starting 
marshal shouting through the microphone ‘and 
the runner from New Zealand’ and the crowds 
just cheering.”

The course went through the bottom of a 
jungle valley, meaning it was very hot and 
humid.  “After doing some training runs earlier 
in Phuket I just thought ‘I’m going to die’. It was 
like running in a glasshouse.  Fortunately they 
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Track and field programme
The 2009/10 track and field season is now underway. How about having 
a go. It would be great to see a strong Scottish contingent down at 
Newtown Park throughout the season chasing PBs.

Black/Gold Programmes: The backbone of the season are the Black and 
Gold Programmes at Newtown Park which alternate. The track events include sprints, hurdles, 
and middle distance events (800metres to 5000m), and walking events (all with distances varying 
between the two programmes). The usual Field events of long jump, high jump, shot put, discus and 
pole vault are held.

Regional Teams Competitions: Three regional events are held (31 October Hastings, 14 November 
Palmerston North and 28 November Wellington).  These regional events are a good opportunity to 
take on competition from outside of Wellington so put your hand up. Check Scottish website for our 
Club organiser (tbc).

Scottish Night of Miles: A long-standing event held just before Christmas (19 December). This is a mix of 
serious elite racing and fun events for the whole family. The programme starts in the early evening 
and goes through till 8.00 pm. There are sprints, Open, Junior and Senior Mile races, and a 3000m 
spiral race (usually featuring Santa himself ). Bring the kids along for a fun night and see class racing 
form some of New Zealand’s top athletes.

National Track and Field Championships: A number of Wellington Centre and National Championships 
are held between January and April so keep an eye on the Scottish and Athletics NZ website for 
programme details and entry dates.

The full Track & Field calendar is on the Scottish website: www.scottishathletics.org.nz.

Following the success of the My Patch Summer runs held last Summer we 
have decided to do it again. There will be five runs that are held monthly 
starting at 8.00am on a Saturday morning at different places throughout 
the Wellington Region. 

The dates are 14 November, 5 December, 9 January, 6 February and 
13 March. The monthly meeting places will be posted on the Scottish 
website soon (so keep an eye out).

If you want more information e-mail Ken on; kenandrobyne@xtra.co.nz.

SUMMER RUNNING
Ken’s summer running series,
“My Patch”

Brooks Waterfront 5k series
Don’t forget about the weekly 5k series. It is a great way to keep your 
fitness ticking over through summer and to keep in touch with your 
Scottish clubmates (see flyer over page for details).




